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Lawful purchase of the diskette and the manual conveys permission for one person to utilise the 
WinPC-NC control program. Copying the diskette and the manual or changing any of the
individual files or elements of the manual are forbidden. Furthermore any unauthorized
transmission of the program or extracts of it  will be legally prosecuted by all available means.

The authors reserve all rights to the programs and to the manual, in particular the copyright. 

This control program has undergone extremely thorough testing. Nevertheless, it is impossible to 
give a guarantee for completely fault-free operation. Furthermore, no responsibility can be
accepted for damage caused as a result of using our program. 

Despite the most strenuous efforts, it is never possible to completely eliminate all faults.
Consequently, we would be grateful to receive feedback from users. 

Please note that support assistance and reduced updates are only available for registered
customers. In order to be registered please send us a mail indicating version number and
serial number (either noted on the CD or visible in the program window) as well as your
complete address.

Please register your licence !!!!

Burkhard Lewetz 
Hardware-Software 
Brückenstrasse 7
D-88074 Meckenbeuren 
Germany
eMail info@lewetz.de 
Homepage www.lewetz.de April 2015

MS-Windows is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation.
Other products mentioned by name are trademarks or registered trademarks of their corresponding
companies.
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The structure of this manual ...

This manual provides you with all the information needed for using

WinPC-NC. It is divided into individual chapters, the contents of

which are summarised below:

Chapter 1: Brief explanation about WinPC-NC, the possibilities  

for using it and the hardware requirements. 

Chapter 2: Initial start-up procedure, description of how to install 

the program and how to adjust the initial specific 

parameters.

Chapter 3: More detailed descriptions of how to operate the 

program and the individual functions of WinPC-NC.

Chapter 4 : 2D-CAM functions for sorting and calculating a tool 

diameter compensation.

Chapter 5: Explanation of all parameters and the setting options. 

Chapter 6: Initial start-up procedure step by step

Chapter 7: Information concerning definitions and adjustments of

input/output signals

Chapter 8: Further technical information about the program, 

about the implemented NC format interpreters, error 

messages and special versions.

Definitions 

Some of the terms used in this manual may require an explanation: 

Job file A file with NC data which is read and processed by 

or WinPC-NC. Depending on the application, the file 

NC file may contain milling, plotting, drilling data or other 

types of data. 

Job process The process of reading and processing a job file and 

the resultant actuation of the machine.

Command An individual instruction in the job file which gives  

rise to actions by the machine or in WinPC-NC.

Button Mouse clickable field to activate a certain function 

Checkbox Box for activating or deactivation a certain parameter 

or function, e. g. signals. An activated checkbox is 

marked with a cross.
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Descriptions of the machine and the movement directions of the

individual axes are made with reference to the following mechanical

layout of a flat-bed machine. The assignment of axes depend on your

personal position and your viewport to the machine. 

Schematic layout of a flat-bed machine with your position aside

Schematic layout of a flat-bed machine with your position in front of

Use of typography 

Keyboard entries Normal script enclosed in a box, e.g. (ENTER)

Cursor keys Normal script enclosed in a box  with english 

defintions, e.g. (UP), (LEFT), (PGDN)

Menu functions Capital letters with menu path, e.g. FILE-

DISPLAY

Messages Italic script, e.g. ´Perform reference 

movement? Y/N´

Function names Capital letters, e.g. SIGNAL TEST
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Different versions of WinPC-NC

The controlling program WinPC-NC is available in four different

versions.

Our lowcost program WinPC-NC Light offers all necessary functions

for beginners, e.g. engraving, milling, drilling and  PCB drilling or

manufacturing modelling parts.

WinPC-NC Economy is equipped with additional functions and

offers with up to four axes a lot of special functions and provides

support of extraordinary mechanical components. This program

disposes of much more format interpreters as the version for

beginners.

WinPC-NC Light and Economy are also available for SMC stepper

cards, i. e. motors are not controlled by clocking/direction signals but

by SMC signals for well known stepper cards SMC800 and

SMC1500.

The functions of WinPC-NC USB are equal to those of the Economy

version. However, with WinPC-NC USB the machine is controlled

by a small enclosed USB module and not by an integrated LPT port.

The module casing is equipped with 2 connectors which are

compatible to the LPT port.

WinPC-NC Professional is considered as industrial version and runs

only in combination with our external axes controller CPU and is

therefore most qualified for all true realtime tasks. The program is

fairly independent of windows speed and provides besides utmost

stability and reliability additional professional technology functions.

Furthermore, we can provide various housing types suitable for

switching cabinets according to the individual requirements.

WinPC-NC Starter is a very simple control program which is

included to certain OEM machines as an addon software. It cannot be

purchased in separate and without machines. The simple

functionality enables to create engravings, flat milled parts and

drilled PCB boards and leads in easy to learn steps to a save

operation of the machine.

For comparing the different versions, please use the document

function table. It will provide detailed information concerning

capacity and potential operations.
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1. What can WinPC-NC do ?

Universal 

program 

Required 

hardware

accessories

enclosed

WinPC-NC is a software program which takes any standard personal

computer and turns it into a universal NC control system for up to 4

axes. 

Win-PC-NC USB works with a small USB module called ncUSB.

Due to this element CNC machines or stepper motor drives can be

directly controlled. The USB module is equipped with 2 LPT

compatible ports which can be used in the same way as the PC

internal LPT ports of other WinPC-NC versions.  

WinPC-NC USB requires a modern PC with at least 2 Ghz clock-

pulse rate and 32 bit or 64 bit operating system Windows XP,

Windows Vista, Windows 7 or Windows 8 and 8.1. (April 2015)

NcUSB module and cable set 

By 4 stepper motor axes it is possible to realize any 3D mechanics

and to use them for various functions. Standard applications contain:

• Drilling • Milling

• Plotting • Cutting foils

• Grinding • Engraving plates

• Dispensing • Sharpening coin dies
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Extensive

parameters 

Clearly 

structured

operator interface

Runs on any

modern PC

The extensive range of options for setting parameters means the

program can be adapted to almost all 2-4-axis machines. 

WinPC-NC offers a well thought-out and modern operating concept

incorporating drop-down menus and a windows management system

with mouse and keyboard operation. This makes it easy to learn and

master the program. 

Running WinPC-NC USB requires a modern standard PC with hard

disk, USB ports, any kind of graphics card and a 32-bit Windows

operating system. Notebooks and netbooks with corresponding

equipment can also be used. 

Sample of a 3 axis milling plant
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Special features Special features of WinPC-NC USB:

almost unlimited working range

according to industry standards it is controlling by

clocking/direction signals any commercial steppermotor cards

and producing stepping frequencies up to 80 kHz 

jog mode in exact steps using the cursor keys or the mouse 

graphical display with scale, zoom, shift, turning and reflecting

functions

runs from WinXP to Windows8.1 without restrictions (date 4/15)

axis resolutions, speeds, backlash compensation, ramp length for

the X/Y and Z-axis can be set within generous limits. The 4th

axis can be programmed as U, V, W, A, B or C or tangential axis.

reference and limit switch interrogation, max. 10 inputs and 8

additional outputs can be set within generous limits 

recognizes HPGL, DIN/ISO, MultiCAM 2D and 3D, drilling

formats, ISEL NCP, EPS/AI and DXF (2D)

WinPC-NC main screen
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extensive tool management function, tools can be selected

individually, colors can be set, repetition and feed functions 

Support of automatic tool changers with up to 10 magazine

positions

CAM functions for cleaning up drawings, sorting by tool and

position and calculating tool diameter compensations

speeds can be set between 0.01 and approx. 1000 mm/s 

high-performance integrated editor or external editor definable

lots of external signals for synchronizing the procedure, e.g. start

signal, spindle speed reached, machine ready 

speed control of the drilling/milling spindles, counterclockwise

rotation/clockwise rotation

units of dimension can be set to mm, inch and mm/s, mm/min and

inch/min

multilingual, other languages can easily be added, 18 languages

selectable from menu (date 4/15)

tool length measurement and compensation

flexible macro language for running subroutines at various points

in the program

override for feed rate and spindle speed

comfortable teachin function

repetitions for mass production

..there are many other features besides these 
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2. First steps

2.1. Requirements to hardware

WinPC-NC USB is able to perform a direct control of a connected

CNC machine and the drives belonging to it by the enclosed USB

module ncUSB. The required USB driver and the software are to be

installed on the computer.

A faultless operation is therefore only guaranteed with Personal

computers with certain minimum of requirements.

modern CPU with at least 2GHz clocking frequency

32 bit or 64 bit Windows operating system like Windows  XP,

Windows Vista, Windows 7 or Windows 8 or 8.1

a direct USB 2.0 port, no passisve USB hub if possible

standard graphical card, keyboard, mouse, hard disk and other

common PC implements

it is recommended to deactivate any kind of power savings, e. g.

screen saver, hard disk shutdown and reduction of clock-pulse rate

Detailed information and tips for selecting the suitable computer can

be learned from further support information documents.

2.2. Installation

User-friendly

installation

WinPC-NC is installed using a user-friendly setup program. Please

insert the disk into the drive and wait for automatic installation start.

If the installation is not executed, please start the program

SETUP.EXE directly from the CD.

The installation wizard then guides you through the entire procedure.

i WinPC-NC USB is delivered together with a separate USB

module and cable or a built in USB hardware. Please connect it

to the computer and machine after the software has been

completely installed and thus the driver is loaded.
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Call up the README file to learn about important changes to the

information in the manual. These changes are additional features

included after the manual was written.

List of files The following files are installed to the target directory :

WINPCNC.EXE Control program

WINPCNC.WPI or WTI Parameter file

WINPCNC.WPW or WTW Tool file

WINPCNC.WPO Settings for CAM functions

WINPCNC.HLP Help texts

WINPCNC.LNG Messages and texts, multilingual

WINPCNC.PDF this manual in PDF format

WCNCCON.DLL ncUSB driver

README Latest changes to the manual

*.DLL Some files needed in the system folders

*.PLT  *.SMM  *.DIN    Sample NC files
*.NCP  *.EPS  *.DXF

NcUSB 

connection

after software

installation

After software installation please plug the supplied module ncUSB

or machine by the enclosed cable to a vacant USB port. This should

result in an immediate hardware identification with the

corresponding report concerning the latest installed component.

After a short time the installation of the driver has been completed

and you will receive a message that the module is ready for use.

Additional control module ncUSB

2.3. Launching the program

WinPC-NC is launched simply by clicking the desktop icon or by

means of the start menu. 
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After a short time the window of the

communication module appears in the top

left area displaying the serial number, the

current version and the positions of axes.

The display of the serial number of the

module and the software confirms a

functioning communication with the USB

module, e. g. ncUSB – 00004 – 0100. If the

module has not been plugged or recognized,

you will receive a fault message and WinPC-

NC runs solely in the demonstration mode.

In the middle of the screen the WinPC-NC

working screen appears which is divided into

several areas.

Title bar

Menu bar

Bar with speed buttons

Toolbar and display buttons

Display area

Status bar

WinPC-NC screen layout

Screen layout The title bar and menu bar are located at the top edge of the screen.

The drop-down menus open from the menu bar. 
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The quick speed buttons enable you to select important functions

simply by clicking with the mouse. 

The function of the individual buttons is as follows :

  Exit program                                                                                                           Help

                  Open file                                                                                         Information

                        load editor                                                                    Select tool

                                        Start job                                               Operating molette
                                                        Jog                            Change parameters

                                                    Joystick jog      Reference move

Speed button bar in WinPC-NC

The status bar at the bottom displays information about the operating

status of the software and the machine, or else a help text about the

functions which are currently active. The ESTOP state can be show

by a red marked area at status bar as well. Buttons for operating the

display and the tools are located in the second button bar.

The large area is the working area where WinPC-NC displays the

currently loaded NC file in graphical format.

2.4. First setup and test moves

Executing an intial test run with the motors there is nothing else to do

than connecting the machine with the LPT1 port of ncUSB and

checking or amending the occupation of the controlling signals. 

LPT1 port of ncUSB, pin layout

WinPC-NC is using the following signals for motor actuation...

Pin 2 direction motor X

Pin 3 clock motor X

Pin 4 direction motor Y

Pin 5 clock motor Y

Pin 6 direction motor Z

Pin 7 clock motor Z

Pin 8 direction motor 4

Pin 9 clock motor 4

After this procedure it should be possible to perfom a simple test run

with function JOG or MOTOR TEST. Please be very careful in

performing and be aware of uncontrolled movements of the machine.
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Detailed instructions concerning start-up procedure are given in a

separate chapter.

2.5. Exiting WinPC-NC

You can exit WinPC-NC at any time by clicking the cross in the box

at the top right of the window, or by selecting EXIT from the FILE

menu.
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3. Operating WinPC-NC

3.1. Graphical display of the  NC file

Graphical preview

of the NC files

The graphical preview function in WinPC-NC is activated as soon as

an NC file is selected. All contours or vectors can be seen in the tool

color. 

In addition, two rulers can be seen with the current dimensions and

positions. The workpiece zero point is identified by a small black dot

and the current machine position as a small red dot.

Graphical display of the  NC file

i 3D data in DIN/ISO programs are only displayed in the X/Y

plane, while different Z-axis heights are displayed using 

colored shading.
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Graphical display of a 3D file with colored shading

The following actions are possible on the graphical display :

Zoom

With the zoom function, it is easy to view certain sections of the

screen in a magnified view. After you select the function by clicking

the zoom button, the cursor appears as a cross and you can click and

drag a rectangle to select the required area. 

Zoom in the graphical display of the NC file

Move

The move function makes it possible to use the mouse to move a

zoomed image and enables you to view another part of the NC file in

greater detail. After the function has been activated, the cursor
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appears as a hand. With it, you can click and drag any point to move

the image to where you want.

The movement track is displayed as a line while you are dragging.

Once you release the mouse button, the graphic appears in the new

position to where you have moved it.

Display original size

Clicking this symbol restores the original size and position. This

undoes all zoom and move actions.

Define current machine position

The current machine position is represented by a small red dot in the

graphic.Using the function described here, you can position the NC

file in the way that the

current machine position

corresponds exactly to a

point or a certain position in

the file. The file zero point 

is simply recalculated

internally. 

Using this method it is quite

simple to position the

workingpiece and the NC file

with great accuracy.

Cancel function

Once a zoom, move or positioning action has been started, it can be

cancelled by clicking the cancel button. The cursor reverts to its

normal arrow shape.

Move to position

For a speedy move to specific positions within the working area or

the graphics please use this function. By a click to the button move to

position the cursor appears as a traget cross pointer and moves the

machine immediately to a clicked position with rapid speed. Using

the corresponding zoom factor you are able to move to the desired

positions with great accuracy and thus for instance aligning a

workpiece prior to clamping.

Turning data

By clicking the TURN button it is possible to turn the indicated data

by 90°. In this way it is easier to place the data on the material.

Selecting the display area

By means of the button AREA the grahical display can easily be

changed. So it is possible to display only the piece to be produced
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and it's corresponding data. There is also the possibiblity to display

the defined workpiece area or the stipulated machine size with the

current position. In this way it is easy to recognize the location of the

piece and whether it can be worked without any problems within the

defined limits.

Display with machine table and working area

Centering within the workpiece area

Concerning engravings and millings it is sometimes advisable to

center all data in the pre-set area or on an empty part. This is

automatically done by the centering function without any size change

and the zero point paramters are re-calculated.

Automatic centering within the workpiece area
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